
Chapter 26 Chapter 26 –– Introduction to Separation Introduction to Separation 
Science (Chromatography)Science (Chromatography)

Read:  pp. 762-783 Problems: 26-2,5,6,7,10

Separation science is a key aspect of most every analytical 
methodology! Most often, a real world sample contains many 
analytes that are responsive to the particular perturbation 
(e.g., light), and most analytical methods do not offer 
sufficient selectivity for all the analytes that might be present.

Therefore, most methods involve analyte separation first, 
followed by detection.
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Separation Principal and The ChromatographSeparation Principal and The Chromatograph



A Chemical ProblemA Chemical Problem

Imagine that you are tasked with investigating how 
electrical impulses are transferred from nerve cell to cell in 
the brain of Parkinson’s patients and how these signals are 
affected by changing concentrations of one primary 
neurotransmitter, dopamine.

Need to separate the 
aromatic amines so 
that each can be 
individually detected.

HO

HO

NH2

dopamine

+ other metabolites Separation and Detection
method must be selected!

Polar, water soluble, aromatic molecules



Types of Separation MethodsTypes of Separation Methods
Mobile Phase + Stationary Phase



Basics of the Separation Basics of the Separation 
Mobile phase and Stationary phase

Migration time 

The longer the analytes (solutes) spend interacting with the 
stationary phase, the better the separation efficiency is but the 
broader (in time) the peaks get.



Differential Interaction of Solute with Differential Interaction of Solute with 
Stationary and Mobile PhasesStationary and Mobile Phases



Asymmetric Peak ShapesAsymmetric Peak Shapes



Basics of the Separation Basics of the Separation 

N = L/H  (efficiency)

N = number of plates
L = column length (cm)
H = plate height (cm/plate)

A pseudo-equilibrium is 
established on the column 
as the analyte (solute) 
develops a distribution 
within the mobile phase 
and the stationary phase.

Keq (partition coefficient) = Cstat/Cmobile



Basics of the Separation MethodBasics of the Separation Method

k´ (capacity factor) = (tr – tm)/tm
α (selectivity factor) = k´b/k´a

u (mobile phase flow vel., cm/s) = L/tm

Keq (distribution coeff.) = (k´Vm)/Vs

N (plate number) = L/H = 16 (tr/W)2

Rs (resolution) = 2[(tr)b – (tr)a]/(Wb + Wa)



Chromatographic Experimental QuantitiesChromatographic Experimental Quantities



Separation Figures of MeritSeparation Figures of Merit



Factors Influencing Peak WidthsFactors Influencing Peak Widths

Retention time       Peak width        Resolution         Efficiency

What one wants is the shortest 
retention time that gives 
adequate resolution of all 
closely eluting components!

N = L/H

One wants a small value for H!



Factors Influencing Peak WidthsFactors Influencing Peak Widths
What factors make H large?

H = A + B/u + Cu

A

B
Longitudinal DiffusionColumn

Migration time



Factors Influencing Peak WidthsFactors Influencing Peak Widths
Cs mass transport to and from stationary phase
Cm mass transport in mobile phase

Cs α df/Ds Cm α d2
p/Dm

Migration time

S

df

Remember: the stationary phase is pretty uniform in terms of its structure 
and chemistry. Therefore, differential rates of migration can be established



Factors Influencing Peak WidthsFactors Influencing Peak Widths

Tortuous pathways

Longitudinal diffusion

Mass transport factor

H = A + B/u + Cu

Remember  N = L/H !



Factors Influencing Peak WidthsFactors Influencing Peak Widths

Greg Swain
Text Box
The plate height, H, depends on the particle size!!A and C terms of Van deemter equation increase with particle size.



Resolution (Time) in ChromatogramsResolution (Time) in Chromatograms

Adjustments of the 
stationary phase 
material and properties, 
the linear flow velocity 
of the mobile phase, 
and the mobile phase 
composition are all 
varied to optimize the 
separation.

Desired  large N, high 
resolution and short 
analysis time!



The General Elution ProblemThe General Elution Problem
Gas or Liquid 

Chromatography

To solve this problem, the separation conditions are often not kept constant during 
the entire run, but rather are altered at some point during the run. Typical 
separations often begin with one set of conditions and end with a another set.
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